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Abstract: Recently, a topological proof of the spin-statistics theorem has been
proposed for a system of point particles. It does not require relativity or eld the-
ory, but assumes the existence of antiparticles. We extend this proof to a system
of string loops in three space dimensions and show that by assuming the existence
of antistring loops, one can prove a spin-statistics theorem for these string loops.
According to this theorem, all unparametrized strings (such as flux tubes in super-
conductors and cosmic strings) should be quantized as bosons. Also, as in the point
particle case, we nd that the theorem excludes nonabelian statistics.
It is a general expectation that point particles as well as solitonic excitations
should obey the standard spin-statistics connection. In three or more spatial di-
mensions, this amounts to saying that objects that are characterized by tensorial
states (i.e. states which are invariant under 2pi rotations) should obey Bose statistics
and objects characterized by spinorial states (i.e. those which change sign under 2pi
rotations) should obey Fermi statistics. Statistics being related to an exchange of
two identical objects, the spin-statistics connection thus asserts that the change of
phase of a state under an exchange of two identical objects of spin S is exp[i2piS].
This correlation is also expected to be true for objects in two space dimensions
where S can be any real number.
No experimental evidence exists which indicates a violation of this spin-statistics
connection. From the theoretical side, there are two, essentially dierent, classes
of proofs that have been put forward. One class of proofs occurs in the context
of relativistic quantum eld theory where it is shown that tensorial elds commute
and spinorial ones anticommute for space like separations1. The second approach is
topological in nature and originates from the work of Finkelstein and Rubinstein2
on certain eld theory solitons. [Extension of this work to cover a more general class
of eld theory solitons was carried out by Friedman and Sorkin 3 and by Sorkin4.]
This approach does not require assumptions like locality, Poincare invariance etc.
which were needed in the former class of proofs. It examines the fundamental group
pi1(Q) of the conguration space Q appropriate for solitons and shows that the 2pi
rotation of a soliton and the exchange of two identical solitons are the same elements
of pi1(Q) [or as we shall sometimes say, "equivalent"] and hence must have the same
action on the states.
It has been emphasized in refs.4 and 5 that the existence of antisolitons with
which solitons can be annihilated and be pair produced is of crucial importance
in these topological approaches. Following this line of thought, the topological
approach was extended in ref.6 to the case of point particles by examining the
conguration space of a system of identical particles and their antiparticles. Such
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a proof for the spin-statistics connection is of great relevance especially for certain
condensed matter systems where particle-hole pairs t the rather general denition
of the particle-antiparticle pairs used in ref.6. It is important to note that none of
the earlier proofs apply to these cases of particle-hole excitations.
In this paper, we further this line of work by constructing a topological proof
for the spin-statistics connection for a system of loops of strings. The strings we
are interested in are not the fundamental strings. We do not require the invariance
of the action under reparameterisations of the world sheet coordinates or under the
Poincare group. Hence there is no compelling theoretical reason for us to insist that
the space-time dimension diers from four. There are numerous physical systems
where such strings occur, examples being vortices in superfluid helium, flux tubes
in type II superconductors and strings formed in the early universe due to a Grand
Unied Theory phase transition. Our approach is based on methods used in ref.6
for the case of point particles. We nd that essentially the same set of ingredients
as those required for the point particle case work for the string case as well. This
shows to us that these proofs of the spin-statistics connection (those constructed
here and in ref.6) are of a very general nature and should apply to objects in a vast
class of models.
The conguration space of a system of loops of strings has been previously
investigated in ref.7 where many unusual possibilities for statistics were found. For
example, it was shown in ref.7 that one could quantize a system of string loops such
that the strings do not have any denite statistics in the sense that their states are
not eigenstates of the exchange operator. It was also possible to quantize tensorial
strings (for which 2pi rotation is trivial) as fermions. We will show in this paper that
once antistrings are introduced and possibilities of string-antistring pair production
and pair annihilation are allowed, a spin-statistics connection can be established for
strings and all of the above mentioned exotic possibilities can be eliminated. We
should point out that, as in ref.7, we do not allow the string loops to shrink down to
or emerge from the vacuum. This can be achieved if strings carry some conserved
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charge. The antistrings will then carry the negative charge.
Let us start by summarizing the essential ingredients in the construction of
the topological proof of the spin-statistics connection for point particles 6. As we
indicated earlier, the proof consists in establishing a homotopy between the loop
corresponding to the 2pi rotation loop of a particle and the loop corresponding to
the exchange of two identical particles. The full conguration space is constructed
from the conguration spaces of identical particles and the conguration spaces of
identical antiparticles and by prescribing rules for the annihilation and production
of particle-antiparticle pairs. Here the conguration space of (say) particles (with
no spin) consists in specifying the locations of particles and by identifying two
congurations which dier by a permutation of particle locations. No two particles
are allowed to coincide in space. The conguration space with inclusion of spin
(for three space dimensions) is constructed by attaching orthonormal, right handed,
3-frames to particles and orthonormal, left handed, 3-frames to antiparticles in the
preceding space. Specic handedness of the frames is a matter of convention, but
the relative handedness of particle and antiparticle frames is dictated by the fact
that CP or CPT transforms a left handed particle into a right handed antiparticle.
It also follows from the examination of soliton and antisoliton congurations. [See
ref.6 for more details.]
It was found necessary in ref.6 to impose two additional conditions concerning
the processes of pair creation and pair annihilation. The rst one, termed the \mir-
ror condition", requires that a particle-antiparticle pair annihilates to the vacuum
(or be pair produced from the vacuum) only if their frames are mirror reflections
of each other in a plane which is perpendicular to the direction of approach (or the
direction of separation). A justication of this mirror condition can be obtained by
analysing soliton- antisoliton annihilation (or creation) processes 6. The second con-
dition (\syzygy condition") requires that two particles and one antiparticle (or two
antiparticles and a particle) can simultaneously overlap only if they become colin-
ear as they approach the point of overlap. The justication of this condition follows
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from the requirement that the topology of the conguration space be Hausdor. It
follows as well from soliton physics6.
We now proceed with the construction of the proof for the case of strings. Both
conditions mentioned above, namely,the mirror and syzygy conditions, will be nec-
essary for the proof. They can be justied along lines similar to those in ref.6. We
may mention here that for the point particle case6, it was further shown that the
conguration space admits a topology which leads to the mirror and syzygy con-
ditions. Such a verication is necessary since these conguration spaces are very
complicated and their continuity properties are far from evident. For the string case
however, we will not attempt to formally dene a topology here, leaving it for a
future work.
We shall consider strings which are closed non-intersecting loops classied in the
following categories.
(a) Parametrized strings without frames.
(b) Unparametrized strings with or without the specication of an orthonormal
transverse 2-frame at each point of the strings. We will also assume that the frames
have a net zero ‘winding ’ number around the string.
(c) Parametrized strings with frames of the above sort.
The above classication of strings is dictated by their properties under 2pi ro-
tation and under exchange. We will show that unparametrized strings, with or
without frames, (class (b)) are tensorial in the sense that 2pi rotation is (homotopi-
cally) trivial for them. This is actually rather clear since one can use as a base point
for homotopy a planar circular loop with, for the framed case, the 2-frame at each
point having one unit vector lying in the plane of the loop. It is then clear that
a rotation of the string in the plane of the loop is trivial. We will also prove that
the exchange loop is equivalent to this rotation and is thus trivial as well. Hence
these strings are bosons in accordance with the spin-statistics connection. We may
mention here that most commonly discussed strings such as vortices in superfluid
helium, flux tubes in type II superconductors and cosmic strings belong to class (b)
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and therefore should be bosons. They must of course carry some conserved charge
in order to prevent their collapse.
We will show that strings in class (a) should be considered as spinless strings
since the exchange loop of two such identical strings, which is homotopic to the 2pi
rotation of one string, is homotopically trivial. [This is so even though in the absence
of creation-annihilation processes, the 2pi rotation of a single string is homotopically
nontrivial and hence admits quantizations which violate the spin-statistics theorem.
] These strings should not thus be considered as proper analogues of particles with
spin. This is to be expected from the point particle case6 since particles with spin
are described by attaching orthonormal 3-frames to the particle locations whereas
class(a) strings possess no such frames. Since strings are not rigid however, one
can not attach a xed 3-frame to a string. The appropriate analogue of particles
with 3-frames is realized by strings in class (c) where the 2-frames along with the
parametrization provide a proper generalization of 3-frames of particle mechanics.
Let us rst consider the conguration space QM(Par) of M identical parametrized
loops. The formal denition of a single parametrized string loop is as follows. Let
S1 be a circle parametrized by the variable σ with the identication of σ and σ+2pi.
A parametrized string in R3 is then a one-to-one smooth map x = (x1, x2, x3) of S1
into R3:
x : S1 → R3,
σ → x(σ) = (x1(σ), x2(σ), x3(σ)). (1)
For M > 0, QM (Par) is then dened as
QM (Par) = {[x(1), x(2), .., x(M)];
[x(1), x(2), .., x(i), .., x(j), .., x(M)] = [x(1), x(2), .., x(j), .., x(i), .., x(M)]}. (2)
where x(i)(σ) 6= x(j)(σ′) for i 6= j or σ 6= σ′ . This assumption that strings do
not intersect each other or self-intersect is similar to the assumption that no two
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identical particles occupy the same position in the identical particle conguration
space.
The conguration space of N identical, parametrized, antistrings is constructed
in the same way. For notational convenience, we will denote individual antistrings
by barring x’s and their conguration space by QN(Par).
The analogue of the mirror condition for parametrized strings (without 2-frames
at each point) is the condition that a string and antistring can touch at a point only
if their parametrizations agree at that point. Thus x(i)(σ) = x(j)(σ′) only if σ = σ′.
For a justication of this condition, we can appeal to known physical examples of
parametrized strings. For example, baryons in the string picture of QCD can be
considered as a triangle of strings with quarks of three dierent colors at the vertices
of this triangle. These quarks can then be thought of as providing marks on this
baryonic string loop. If one now considers an antibaryonic loop (with antiquarks at
the vertices), we see that annihilation is possible only if a given quark is matched
with the antiquark of the same color, that is only if the marks are of the same color.
The similarity of this rule of annihilation and the one we impose should be evident.
We should emphasize here that this discussion (as well as the justications provided
for mirror condition etc.) are only meant to provide physical examples where our
choices are realized. We take these conditions as assumptions which are necessary
to establish a spin-statistics connection.
We can now dene the full conguration space CK(Par) appropriate for parametrized
strings and antistrings with net string number equal to K when creation and anni-




QN+K(Par)× QN (Par)/ ∼ (3)
where Q0(Par)× Q0(Par) is dened as the vacuum. ∼ is the equivalence relation
which accounts for pair creation and pair annihilation and is dened by the following
identications:
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([x(1), x(2), .., x(i), .., x(M)]; [x(1), x(2), .., x(j), ..., x(M)])
∼ ([x(1), x(2), .., x(i), .., x(M)]; [x(1), x(2), .., x(j), ..., x(M)])
if x(i)(σ) = x(j)(σ) for all σ. (4)
Here the underlined entries are to be deleted. The condition x(i)(σ) = x(j)(σ) for all
σ refers to the situation shown in Fig. 1A where the string and the antistring have
completely overlapped. This is the situation of complete annihilation of the string-
antistring pair and will be thought of as a vacuum conguration. It is also possible
that the string and antistring overlap in a small segment which is annihilated as
shown in Fig. 1B. This conguration is not yet a vacuum conguration. It is
identied with any conguration of a string-antistring pair obtained by adjoining
the ‘missing’ string - antistring sections to Fig.1B so that they overlap. (This is
allowed when the σ’s appropriately match). Thus Fig.1C, for example, is identied
with Fig.1B. A sequence of such congurations with more and more overlap leads
to complete annihilation and hence to the vacuum.
We are now set to prove that the exchange loop for these strings is trivial. The
exchange we consider will be such that the string and antistring lie in the same
plane (i.e. the x-y plane) in the initial conguration and throughout the exchange
path. The exchange path is depicted in Fig. 2 . The homotopy parameter τ evolves
vertically up and the σ = 0 ‘world lines’ are indicated by the thick lines. The path in
conguration space of Fig. 2 can be smoothly deformed into Fig. 3 in which string
creation and annihilation occur. [Following Feynman, we adopt the convention that
a string travelling backwards in ‘time’ τ is an antistring travelling forward in τ .] The
string- antistring conguration for τ slices corresponding to A,B,C,...,F are drawn
in Figs.4 A, B, C, ....F. In these gures, antistrings are drawn with thick lines and
the positions of σ = 0 are marked with short lines. The middle conguration in
Fig. 4 B is part string and part antistring. Note that the σ range of the string part
agrees with the σ range of the antistring part. Fig. 3 can be continuously deformed
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into Fig. 5. The intermediate conguration at τ parameter D is the same as in Fig.
4 D. Fig. 5 can be continuously deformed into Fig. 6.
We will rst show that the path of the left string can be deformed continuously
to a 2pi rotation of the string, and then show that it can be deformed to the trivial
path, thus showing that both the exchange and 2pi rotation paths of the string are
trivial. First consider congurations for τ slices corresponding to A,B,...,E which are
drawn in Fig. 7. We will argue that this path in conguration space is homotopically
equivalent to a 2pi rotation of the string about an axis perpendicular to its plane.
Note that in the sequence depicted, string 2′ must move o the x axis to allow
the string 1 to annihilate with antistring. To bring the string - antistring creation
and the string-antistring annihilation together, so that there is no annihilation or
creation process, one has to deform the path in conguration space so that string 2′
is created to the right of the antistring. Consider the string-antistring conguration
that emerges if the production angle θ is changed without changing the position
of the antistring. This is depicted in Fig.8. Clearly, if one deforms the path so
that the string is emitted at an angle θ, one must follow the emission with a - 2θ
rotation about the z axis to bring the string back to its original angular position.
In particular, if the string is emitted at an angle of pi, it must be followed by a 2pi
rotation after emission. Once the original path is deformed so that the emission
angle is pi and the emission is followed by a 2pi rotation, it can be further deformed
so that there is no string- antistring production and annihilation. The required
sequence of deformations, in which the creation process takes place progressively
later and the annihilation process takes place progressively earlier in τ , is indicated
in Fig. 9. Note that in this sequence, the nal string rotates by 2pi. Thus we
have argued that the exchange path of Fig.2 is homotopically equivalent to Fig.10
in which the left string undergoes a 2pi rotation about the z axis.
We now argue that the path of Fig. 6 can be deformed into the trivial path.
Suppose that immediately before the string- antistring conguration splits (see Fig.
7B), we distort the path so that the part of the string which has yet to be created
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pops o the ‘top’ (in the + z direction) of the part of the antistring which also has
yet to be created so that the conguration depicted in Fig. 11 is obtained. (Fig.
11A depicts the conguration from above and Fig. 11B from the side). One then
has to rotate the small part of the string about the y axis by an angle ±pi after
creation to restore the string to the circular state as indicated in Fig. 11C. If one
deforms the path so that this occurs earlier in the creation process, one obtains Fig.
12 . Eventually the whole string 2′ is rotated by ±pi after creation. Since we want
to eventually bring the creation and the annihilation processes together, we have to
distort the path of incoming string 1 so that it annihilates from the ‘bottom’ (- z
direction) of the antistring. Thus for the rst small distortion, a small part of string
1 is rotated by ±pi as depicted in Fig 13A and proceeds to annihilate the antistring
as depicted in Figs. 13B and 13C.
We can continue to distort the path until all of string 1 is rotated by±pi about the
y axis before being brought in to annihilate. One now has a path in which the string
is rotated by ±pi both before creation and after annihilation and string 2′ is created
above the antistring and string 1 is annihilated from below the antistring. The two
processes may now be merged so that no annihilation or creation takes place, but
rather a full 2pi rotation about the y axis or no rotation at all takes place. Thus we
see in this case the exchange and 2pi rotation are both homotopically equivalent to
the trivial path.
Let us now discuss the case of unparametrized strings (class (b)). The denition
of unparametrized strings follows from eqn.(1). The group D of dieomorphisms
σ → φ(σ) of S1 acts on a map x according to the rule
(φ∗x)(σ) = x(φ(σ)). (5)
An unoriented, unparametrized string is the equivalence class < x > of all
parametrized strings related to the parametrized string x by the action of the full
dieomorphism group D. An oriented, unparametrized string is the equivalence class
< x > of all parametrized strings related to the parametrized string x by the action
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of D0 which is the identity component of D. D0 consists of all dieos which do not
reverse the orientation of S1.
Let us rst prove that the 2pi rotation loop for unparametrized (oriented or
unoriented) strings about any axis is homotopically trivial in the single string con-
guration space Q1. For this purpose, it is convenient to take the base point < x0 >
for pi1(Q1) to be a circular string in the x-y plane with origin as center. Let the 3
× 3 orthogonal matrix R~n(φ) denote rotation by angle φ about axis ~n. Then since
R~n(0) = R~n(2pi) = 1, the curve {< R~n(φ)x0 > |0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi} is a loop for each ~n.
It describes 2pi rotation of < x0 > about ~n. Since < R0,0,1(φ)x0 >=< x0 > for the
above choice of x0, the variation of ~n from ~n0 to (0,0,1) provides a homotopy of 2pi
rotation about ~n0 to a single point and establishes the result. [It is important to
note here
that the above argument can not be carried out for parametrized strings and 2pi
rotation of parametrized strings in one string conguration space is nontrivial.]
Consider now the exchange of two identical unparametrized strings (described
by a gure which looks the same as the one shown in Fig. 2 for the parametrized
case). We can follow all the steps shown from Fig. 2 up to Fig. 10 as all these steps
can be carried out for unparametrized strings as well. With the base point being
two circular strings in the x-y plane, Fig. 10 is a trivial path. Thus we see that
exchange is trivial for unparametrized strings and that these strings are bosons in
accordance with the spin-statistics connection.
Let us now discuss parametrized, framed strings (class (c)). For us, a frame
is an orthonormal 2 - frame attached to the string at x(σ) and with axes normal
to the tangent x′(σ). The tangent vector at σ along with this 2-frame at σ thus
provide an orthonormal 3-frame at each point of the string. We can characterize this
2-frame by a unit vector n^(σ) at each point of the string orthogonal to the tangent
vector at σ. The conguration space CFK(Par) appropriate for these parametrized,
framed strings and antistrings with net string number equal to K is constructed
from CK(Par) by replacing x
(i)(σ)’s by {x(i)(σ), n^(σ)}. Further, we assume that
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our conguration space is restricted to zero winding number for n^(σ), that is that
that n^(σ) does not wind around the string with nonzero winding number when σ
increases by 2pi. As one can expect from our discussion of the point particle case,
the 2-frames for antistrings are then chosen so that the 3- frame at each σ of the
antistring has opposite orientation to the corresponding 3-frame for the string. We
emphasize here again that if the strings had rigid shapes, prescribing a single 3-
frame at the center of mass would have been sucient. However, physical strings
can change their shapes and it is therefore necessary to attach a 2-frame at each
point of the string.
Rules of annihilation (or production) of string-antistring pairs now require con-
ditions for an appropriate matching of n^(σ) in addition to the condition that the
parameter σ should match at the point of contact (see eqn. (4)). The analogue of
the mirror condition for the point particle case dictates here that as x(σ) approaches
x(σ) (as we mentioned, σ’s must match at the point of contact), the unit vector of
the string and that of the antistring at point σ must be mirror reflections of each
other in the plane perpendicular to the direction along which x(σ) approaches x(σ).
We will again show that the exchange of two framed strings is homotopic to
the rotation of a single string. Similarly, we will see that since now there are unit
vectors at each point of the strings, the mirror condition makes inapplicable those
arguments used to show that the exchange loop is trivial for parametrized strings.
We had already mentioned that the 2pi rotation loop is nontrivial for parametrized
strings. The same is clearly true for parametrized framed strings as well. These
strings thus may represent a proper string analogue of spinning particles. Of course
the hole in the argument is that there may be a deformation other than that used
for the unframed strings which would show that the exchange is trivial for class (c)
as well. We will now show that the exchange of two such strings is homotopic to a
2pi rotation of a single string.
Just as for unframed strings, we rst consider the exchange of planar strings.
We assume also that all the unit vectors dening the frames lie in the plane of
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the strings and point inward. Since we are restricting our conguration space to
consist only of strings with zero winding number, this is no restriction. The initial
conguration is depicted in Fig.14. When the string - antistring pair is created
in a plane or annihilated in a plane, the mirror rule allows us to assume that the
resulting congurations are all planar,or more precisely that the n^(σ)’s and ^n(σ)’s
all lie in the plane of the string and antistring and point inward . The arguments
for the case of production and annihilation in the plane, illustrated by Figs. 2 to
10, go through unchanged and exchange is equivalent to a 2pi rotation of one of the
strings as depicted in Fig.10. Note that for framed unparameterized strings, this is
a trivial path so that the exchange path is again trivial.
However, the arguments change for non-planar production and annihilation de-
picted in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. Now, immediately before the string - antistring
conguration splits (Fig.7B), we cannot distort the path so that the part of the
string which has yet to be created pops o the top of that part of the antistring
which has yet to be created. This would lead to a conguration of string
2′ as depicted in Fig.15 which is not allowed since n^(σ) is not smooth. Fig. 16
indicates how one can distort the conguration of string 2′ near the contact point
with the antistring so that the uncreated part of the string can pop o the top of
the uncreated part of the antistring. The thick line represents part of the antistring
and the light line represents part of string 2′. After the rest of string 2′ is created,
its conguration is as depicted in Fig.17. All of the n^(σ) are in the plane or above
the plane. To smoothly deform this conguration to a planar loop with n^(σ) in the
plane and pointing inward, the small section of the string with outward directed
n^(σ) has to be rotated by an angle pi in the left handed sense around the y axis. If
the section is rotated in the right handed sense around the y axis by an angle pi,
two twists of 2pi of n^(σ) would develop which would have to be unwound. If one
deforms the path so that this occurs earlier in the creation process, one obtains a
conguration similar to the above, except that now the large portion of the string
with the inward directed n^(σ) has popped o the top of the antistring and must be
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rotated by an angle pi in the left handed sense around the y axis. Eventually the
entire string 2′ must be rotated by an angle pi in the left handed sense around the y
axis after creation. Since we want to eventually distort the path so as to bring the
creation process together with the annihilation process, we have to distort the path
of the incoming
string so that it annihilates from the bottom of the antistring. Thus a small
portion of string 1 has to be rotated by an angle pi in the left handed sense around
the y axis as shown in Fig. 13A, so that all n^(σ) are in the plane or below the plane.
We can continue to distort the path until all of string 1 is rotated by an angle pi in
the left handed sense around the y axis before annihilation. One now has a path in
which string 2′ is rotated by + pi in the left handed sense around the y axis after
creation above the antistring and string 1 is rotated by + pi in the same sense before
annihilation from below the antistring. The two processes can now be merged so
that no annihilaton or creation takes place, but rather a full 2pi rotation about the
y axis of the string. Furthermore we see that the sense of the rotations before and
after annihilation are xed, in contrast to what is possible for the unframed string,
and thus the exchange and 2pi rotations cannot be trivialised.
It is easy to see that our theorem excludes the possibility of nonabelian statistics
for strings. Thus the exchange of any two strings in a system of several strings
and antistrings is homotopic to a 2pi rotation of one of the strings. An argument
described in the rst two papers of ref.6 then shows that exchanges, regarded as
elements of the fundamental group, commute, and nonabelian statistics is excluded.
As mentioned earlier, one needs to show that a suitable topology can be dened
on the conguration spaces appropriate for various cases discussed here and that
this topology implies conditions such as the mirror and syzygy conditions. We
would like to show this in a future paper. With such a topology, one should then
exhibit the homotopy equivalence of the planar creation and the creation o the
top of the antistring plus a pi rotation. Also, without a careful denition of the
topology, and a more rigorous study of the spaces, one cannot be sure that one is
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correctly deducing that the exchange is not trivial even for framed strings. After
all, there may be a deformation of the exchange path to the trivial path that we
have overlooked. We conclude emphasizing again that one of the most important
aspects of this topological proof of the spin-statistics theorem is the fact that the
set of ingredients required here are almost identical to those required in the widely
dierent case of point particles discussed in ref.6.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 :A. A completely overlapping string-antistring conguration. They are
on top of each other. B. Partial overlap of a string and an antistring in a plane
where the overlapped portions have annihilated and are not shown. C. Same as
B, but the overlapped portions are exhibited even though they have annihilated.
Figure 2 : The path representing exchange of two strings.
Figure 3 : Distortion of path of Fig. 2.
Figure 4 : String - antistring congurations at various τ slices of Fig. 2.
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Figure 5 : Distortion of path of Fig. 3.
Figure 6 : Distortion of path of Fig. 5.
Figure 7 : String - antistring congurations at various τ slices of Fig. 6.
Figure 8 : Creation of string at angle θ.
Figure 9 : Sequence showing annihilation of antistring by two strings.
Figure 10: Closed path of two strings with one undergoing a 2pi rotation.
Figure 11: A. A string - antistring conguration in which a small portion of
the string is created coming o the top of the antistring. B. Side view of A. C.
Rotation of the small portion of the string to restore the nal string conguration.
Figure 12: Same as Figure 11, except earlier in the creation process.
Figure 13: A. A string - antistring conguration in which a small protion of the
string is annihilated from the bottom of the antistring. B. Side view of A. C. Ro-
tation of a small portion of the incoming string required to obtain the conguration
in A.
Figure 14: Initial conguration for framed strings. Strings and all unit vectors
lie the in x-y plane.
Figure 15: The conguration of a framed string if a small portion of the string
is created coming o the top of the antistring.
Figure 16: The conguration near the contact point of the string and antistring
with a small portion of the string peeled o the top of the antistring in such a way
that the rest of the string can pop o the top of the antistring and result in a smooth
conguration of frames.
Figure 17. The resulting string conguration after string 2′ is created with a
small portion coming o the top of the antistring.
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